The following clarifications are provided based on questions received and must be added/considered when completing your submittal. Acknowledgement of receipt of this ADDENDUM is required on the Statement of Qualification letter of introduction. Please clearly note the addendum date and number.

**Answers to Specific Questions:**

1. Are we required to provide power to door #1?

   *Answer:* Door #1 shall be remote operated, ADA operator shall be mounted on a new post and contractor is to provide electrical to the door.

2. For door #2 is cylinder needed?

   *Answer:* No cylinder is required for door #2.

3. What to do with Door #4, 5, 6, 7 & 8 existing door and hardware?

   *Answer:* Contractor is to haul away existing doors and door hardware and to provide exterior fire rated solid core doors.

4. Are we required to replace rusted hinges on Door #4, 5, 6, 7 & 8?

   *Answer:* Remove and replace hinges. Paint new doors and existing frame (interior and exterior) to match existing interior color.

5. For door #9 is cylinder required?

   *Answer:* Yes

6. What is the engineer’s estimate?
Answer: $32,000.00

7. Clarification:
   - Door #10 & 11: the classroom setting is none key and would be precession with battery operated alarm.
   - The contractor is required to bid based on specific hardware called in exhibit “A”.
   - Provide battery operated alarm to door 4, 5, 6, 7 & 8.
   - For door #2 and 9 alarm kit is not required.